News

- 2022 European Accounting Review Best Paper Award, “Auditor University Education: Does it Matter?” by Jenny Chu (University of Cambridge), Annita Florou and Peter F. Pope (Bocconi University)
  https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09638180.2020.1866633
- Professor Bart Lambrecht presented at a seminar at the Collegio Carlo Alberto of the University of Turin (Italy).
- **CERF Scholarship Competition 2023**: Three new CERF scholars appointed: Antonia Tsang (Faculty of Economics), Lennart Niermann (Faculty of Economics) and Kilian Kamkar (Faculty of Economics).
- 3 new post doctoral researchers have been appointed: Research Assistant/Associate in Empirical Finance (Lucy Wang from Pittsburgh University and Marwin Mönkemeyer from Hamburg University) and Research Associate in Theoretical Finance (Kevin Schneider from the University of Manchester)
- Call for papers or the 10th Cambridge – Corporate Finance Theory Symposium 2023 closed (111 papers were received). 9 papers will be selected for presentations.

Events

- **CERF Seminar series** will continue as usual.
- Annual **CERF Cavalcade** will take place next term

Please see the CERF website for up-to-date information on our upcoming events and other news.  [www.cerf.cam.ac.uk](http://www.cerf.cam.ac.uk)